


  Installation Instruction
CAUTION - Before installation, please always make sure the power

Electric Connection:
2- Please use VDE or UL approved power cord, 1.0mm  or SJTW 18AWG for electric conduit connection.

- After connection, the end of conductors should not expose out of the terminal block.

Wiring Diagram:

  

 

Input Voltage:120-277V

Testing and Maintenance

  

For LL02I210
       LL02I218

For LL02H210
       LL02H218

For LL02J210
       LL02J218

supply is disconnected.

For emergency (or emergency + heating) luminaires, the following testing and maintenance will be executed:
Press the LED Test Switch (LTS) to interrupt the power to AC driver and to force the luminiare into emergency mode, 
LED lamps are being lit at a reduced light; the LED Signal Lamp (LTS) turns off in emergency mode. After releasing the 
LTS, the luminaire returns to normal operation after a momentary delay, LED lamps are 100% lit, the LSL turns on.
Allow the luminaire to be charged approximately 1 hour, and then press the LTS to conduct a short discharge test. 
Allow a 24-hour charge before conducting a 90 minutes discharge test.
Initial Auto Test - When the system is connected well and powered on, the module will Auto Test if the load and 
battery pack are connected well and if the battery is being charged normally. 
Preprogrammed Scheduled Auto Test
- Carry out first monthly Auto Test after Initial power on for 24 hours to 7 days,afterwards, carry out a monthly Auto 
Test every 30 days. 
- Carry out an annual Auto Test every 52 weeks after first powered on.

LED test switch (LTS) INDICATION
- LTS slow flash: In charging      - LTS on: Battery full charged in normal operation                    
- LTS off: Power failure                - LTS gradual change: In testing                  - LTS quick flickering: Abnormal

Notes: The end user can install an external switch to the circuit of L1' to turn off two lamps in normal operation, 
and the battery keeps being charged. Only when the mains power is failed, the luminaire goes into emergency 
operation (one lamp is lit at a reduced output).
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Mounting Manual:

L1' = Normal Light (Switched)

N = Neutral
= Ground

L1' = Normal Light (Switched)

N = Neutral
= Ground

L1 = Emergency (Un - Switched)

L1' = Normal Light (Switched)

N = Neutral
= Ground

L1 = Emergency + heating (Un - Switched)
                    

RED: 100-120V
    BLACK: 230-277V
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